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Abstract
Photosystem II (PS II) is unique among photosynthetic reaction centers in having secondary electron
donors that compete with the primary electron donors for reduction of P680

+. We have characterized
the photooxidation and dark decay of the redox-active accessory chlorophylls (Chl) and β-carotenes
(Car) in oxygen-evolving PS II core complexes by near-IR absorbance and EPR spectroscopies at
cryogenic temperatures. In contrast to previous results for Mn-depleted PS II, multiple near-IR
absorption bands are resolved in the light-minus-dark difference spectra of oxygen-evolving PS II
core complexes including two fast-decaying bands at 793 nm and 814 nm and three slow-decaying
bands at 810 nm, 825 nm, and 840 nm. We assign these bands to chlorophyll cation radicals (Chl+).
The fast-decaying bands observed after illumination at 20 K could be generated again by re-
illuminating the sample. Quantization by EPR gives a yield of 0.85 radicals per PS II, and the yield
of oxidized cytochrome b559 by optical difference spectroscopy is 0.15 per PS II. Potential locations
of Chl+ and Car+ species, and the pathways of secondary electron transfer based on the rates of their
formation and decay, are discussed. This is the first evidence that Chls in the light-harvesting proteins
CP43 and CP47 are oxidized by P680

+ and may have a role in Chl fluorescence quenching. We also
suggest that a possible role for negatively charged lipids (phosphatidyldiacylglycerol and
sulphoquinovosyldiacylglycerol identified in the PS II structure) could be to decrease the redox
potential of specific Chl and Car cofactors. These results provide new insight into the alternate
electron-donation pathways to P680

+.
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In photosystem II, light energy is transferred from the antenna Chls in the Chl-binding proteins
CP43 and CP47 into the reaction center where the primary photochemical reactions are
initiated. The primary electron donor Chl is most likely chlorophyll BA (see Figure 1) (1,2).
The excited state of this chlorophyll drives charge separation, producing a reduced pheophytin
(PheoA

−) and the chlorophyll cation radical species, P680
+. The charge separation, P680

+

Pheo−, is stabilized by transfer of the electron to the protein-bound primary quinone, QA. Under
normal conditions P680

+ is reduced by an electron from the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC)
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which consists of a redox-active tyrosine, YZ, and a tetranuclear Mn cluster (Mn4) leading to
the production of molecular oxygen from water oxidation (3). However, when electron
donation from the OEC to P680

+ is inhibited or retarded, highly oxidizing P680
+ (Em ~ 1.3 V)

can abstract an electron from other sources. The inventory of secondary donors includes Cyt
b559, tyrosine D (YD), β-carotene (Car), and redox-active chlorophylls called ChlZ, identified
as ChlZD2 (and ChlZD1 in spinach) (4).

The redox-active chlorophyll(s), carotenoids and Cyt b559 comprise an alternate electron-
transfer pathway that may protect PS II against uncontrolled oxidative reactions of the strong
oxidant P680

+ (5). Under physiological conditions, photooxidation of Cyt b559 and the redox-
active tyrosine in the D2 polypeptide, YD, are observed. It has been found that YD is in redox
equilibrium with the Mn cluster. The dark-stable state of the Mn cluster is the S1 state, and the
S2 state can convert (relax) to the S1 state by oxidizing YD to form the dark-stable radical
YD

• (6). At low temperature, it was found that the rate of electron donation to P680
+ from

YD is pH dependent (7). The electron-transfer reaction is coupled to proton transfer, which is
slow at low temperatures due to an activation barrier, whereas, the rate is increased at high pH
presumably because the tyrosine is already deprotonated. Interconversion between the oxidized
states of YD and Car is not observed at low temperature, implying that Car+ is not in redox
equilibrium with YD

•. Therefore, YD is not part of the secondary electron-transfer pathway
involving Car, Chl and Cyt b559, but a competing secondary electron-donation pathway.

Based on spectroscopic evidence from Mn-depleted PS II samples, it has been reported that
one to two Chl (8,9) and two Car molecules are secondary electron donors (10,11). These
molecules were predicted to be located between the special pair Chl (PA and PB) and the heme
of Cyt b559, which is the preferential secondary electron donor to P680

+ (12,13). Previous
studies on Mn-depleted PS II samples by our lab indicated that one oxidized Chl was located
in the D1 polypeptide ligated to His118 (9). We interpreted a second peak in the Chl+ spectrum
of Mn-depleted spinach PS II membranes to be a second Chl+, possibly ligated to the D2-
His117 (8). Since these Chls are > 30 Å from the special pair Chls, an intermediate molecule
must participate in the electron-transfer reactions. This was hypothesized to be a Car molecule
(12). The most recent, and highest resolution, crystal structure of PS II by Loll et al. reveals
one all-trans Car molecule in the D1 polypeptide near ChlZD1, and two all-trans Car located
in the D2 polypeptide region near ChlZD2 and the heme of Cyt b559; the latter two Car bridge
the distance from Cyt b559 to the special pair (14). The structure of PS II agrees with the proposal
that Car is an intermediate in the photooxidation of Cyt b559. Kitajima and Noguchi found that
Chl+ formation can still occur even when Car is photobleached in PS II (15). This result
suggests that the bleached Car molecules are not located in the D2 polypeptide.

The Car molecules located in the D2 polypeptide are in close proximity to the Car molecules
in CP43 suggesting the possibility of oxidation of Chls in the antennae via hole hopping (14).
One D2 carotenoid, Car11, is located 6.8 Å from ChlZD2 (labeled Chl7 in the X-ray crystal
structure) and is closest to the heme of Cyt b559 (11.7 Å). The second D2 carotenoid, Car12, is
12 Å from Car11 and only 4.9 Å from Car13 which is located in the antennae protein CP43.
Vasil’ev et al. first proposed that ChlZD1 could be oxidized via the Car in D2 through several
Chls in CP43 (16). Calculations of energy transfer between the Chls in PS II revealed that a
cation radical located on the Chl molecules in CP43 and CP47 could have considerable impact
on the energy-transfer dynamics of PS II (17). However, spectroscopic evidence for such a
pathway has been lacking.

Several studies have measured the distance between Chl+ and other locations in PS II, such as
the non-heme iron or tyrosine D, using magnetic resonance techniques. For example,
Koulougliotis et al. determined the distance between the non-heme iron and ChlZ+ to be 39.5
± 2.5 Å using saturation-recovery EPR (18). PELDOR measurements predicted a distance
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between QA and Chl+ to be 34 Å (19). Electron spin echo measurements determined the
distance between YD

• and Chl+ (generated at 200 K) to be 29.4 ± 0.5 Å (20). And, using high-
field W-band EPR and deuterium labeled PS II samples, the Chl+ and Car+ spectra could be
resolved; the distance between ChlZ+ and the non-heme iron in Mn-depleted Synechocystis PS
II was determined to be > 40 Å (21). Most of this work was done on Mn-depleted PS II and
the temperature of illumination varied between 20 K and 200 K. However, as the near-IR
spectra presented herein indicate, the composition of the Chl+ species and Car+ species formed
in the sample is temperature dependent and, due to differences in stability, time dependent as
well (8,12). Therefore, it is likely that the distances determined by these methods reflect a
mixture of Chl+ and Car+ radicals present in the sample.

The angular dependence of Chl+ in spinach PS II membranes was measured at 198 K and found
to be perpendicular to the membrane plane (22). This result excludes the two core Chls, BA
and BB, but nearly all of the Chl in CP43 and CP47 and the accessory Chls (ChlZD1 and
ChlZD2) are oriented perpendicular to the membrane plane (14).

The electrostatic environment of the Car molecules and the Chl molecules located in the D1
and D2 polypeptides in the Loll et al. PS II structure was used to calculate the Em values
(23). The calculated Em values for ChlZD1 and Car1 are higher than for ChlZD2 and Car11 or
Car12 suggesting that an oxidizing equivalent would be preferentially localized on the D2 side
of PS II.

In this manuscript, we describe near-IR light-minus-dark difference spectra of O2-evolving
Synechocystis PS II core complex samples (not treated with hydroxylamine to reduce the
Mn4Ca cluster). These samples exhibit the formation of multiple near-IR absorption peaks.
We attribute these spectroscopic features to distinct photooxidized chlorophyll cation radicals
having different kinetic properties. We show that the Chl+ are intermediates of the secondary
electron-transfer pathway in which Cyt b559 is the electron donor. We also present a model for
Chl+ formation in the antennae proteins CP43 and CP47.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals and Reagents

2-(N-morpholino)-ethanesulfonic acid (MES) and β-dodecyl maltoside (β-DM) were
purchased from U.S. Biochemicals. Piperazine-N,N’-bis(4-butanesulphonic acid (PIPBS) was
purchased from GFS Chemicals Inc. Phenyl-p-benzoquinone (PPBQ) was purchased from
Aldrich, and recrystallized twice in ethanol. Stock solutions of PPBQ and potassium
ferricyanide (25 mM each) were prepared in DMSO and water, respectively, and frozen until
use. Ascorbate was purchased from Aldrich.

Protein Preparation
His-tagged PS II core particles were isolated from Synechocystis PCC 6803 cells as described
(24). The final buffer contained 20% glycerol, 15 mM NaCl, 50 mM MES, pH = 6.0 unless
otherwise indicated.

Oxygen-Evolving Assays
O2-evolving activity of purified PS II core complexes was assayed using a Clark-type oxygen
electron in the presence of 250 µM DCBQ and 1 mM potassium ferricyanide in a buffer
containing 0.4 M sucrose, 20 mM CaCl2, 5 mM MgCl2 and 0.03% β-DM. The O2-evolving
activity was reduced to about 40% of the original activity in buffer containing 60% glycerol
and the O2-evolving activity is reduced to ~10% at pH 8.5, but, in both cases, the activity is
restored when the sample is returned to the original buffer at pH = 6.0.
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Sample Treatments
Mn-depleted PS II samples were prepared by washing into a buffer containing 50 mM MES
(pH = 6.0), 15 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, and 0.4 M sucrose, and 0.03% β-DM (Buffer A). The
sample was diluted 1:1 with Buffer A, which also contained 10 mM hydroxylamine and 10
mM Na2EDTA, and incubated in the dark for 30 min stirring on ice to allow for the reduction
of the tetramanganese cluster by hydroxylamine. Free manganese was removed by washing
with Buffer A containing 5 mM Na2EDTA. Mn-depleted PS II core complexes were also
prepared by incubating for 4–12 hours on ice with Buffer A containing 100 mM ascorbate
instead of hydroxylamine. Free manganese was removed by the wash steps described above.

For low-temperature measurements, PS II samples were transferred to a buffer containing 20
mM CaCl2, 5 mM MgCl2, 63 % (v/v) glycerol and 50 mM MES at pH 6.0 (Buffer B), unless
otherwise indicated. Prior to freezing, PS II samples were treated with 5 mM ferricyanide to
oxidize Cyt b559.

Tyrosine D was photooxidized to form YD
• by the following procedure: PPBQ was added to

PS II samples to a final concentration of 500 µM, then samples were incubated in darkness on
ice for 30 min, illuminated at room temperature for 30 s to photooxidize YD, incubated on ice
in the dark for 3 min to allow for any unstable charge separations resulting from YZ oxidation
to decay, and then frozen.

UV-Visible-Near-IR Optical Spectroscopy
A Perkin Elmer Lambda 20 spectrometer was used to make optical spectroscopic
measurements in the UV-visible and near-IR. Low-temperature optical measurements were
made with an Oxford Instruments Optistat liquid helium cryostat. Polyethylene cuvettes with
a 1.0 cm path length and 0.4 cm width (Fisher Scientific) were used for low-temperature optical
measurements. PS II samples were mixed to homogeneity with Buffer B in the cuvette using
a home-built teflon plunger machined to fit in the cuvette. A 150 W quartz-halogen lamp
filtered by a 6 in water bath and a heat-absorbing filter (Schott KG-5) was used to illuminate
samples. A Schott-Fostec randomized fiber optic bundle was used to direct the light into the
cryostat. For specified experiments, a Uniblitz electronic shutter was placed between the filters
and the fiber optic bundle and operated by a shutter controller to produce short flashes of white
light between 0.1 ms and 100 s in length.

The PS II samples were dark adapted for 1 hr on ice and then slowly frozen in the dark by
setting the cuvette inside a brass cylinder in contact with a liquid nitrogen bath. A sample was
cooled slowly over a period of 15 min in the dark to form an optically clear glass. The sample
was then rapidly transferred to the cryostat with minimal light exposure. Illumination
experiments were performed on samples that were equilibrated at the specified temperature
for at least 60 min or until baseline changes were no longer observed in the spectra of the non-
illuminated sample. All spectra collected after illumination are referenced to the dark spectrum
measured at the same temperature to avoid contributions from spectral changes in the
background due to temperature effects.

The yield of reduced QA was determined using the C550 signal, an electrochromic shift of the
Pheo QY band due to the charge of an electron on QA (25), which serves as a reporter of
QA

−. The C550 signal was quantified by measuring the peak-to-peak difference of the
derivative-shaped feature and converted to concentration using the extinction coefficient 3.4
mM−1cm−1 (26). The quantity of photooxidized Cyt b559 was calculated using the extinction
coefficient 17.5 mM−1cm−1 (27,28).
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Spectral Simulations
The program Microcal Origins 6.0 was used to simulate the near-IR absorption data and to
analyze the decay kinetics and to plot all spectra. No filtering or smoothing of spectra was
used, but, for UV-visible absorbance (light-minus-dark) spectra, 3 scans were averaged for
each spectrum shown. Difference spectra were obtained only by subtraction of spectra taken
at the same temperature from the same sample.

EPR Spectroscopy
X-band EPR measurements were conducted on a Bruker ELEXSYS E500 EPR spectrometer
equipped with an Oxford ESR 900 He-flow cryostat and a Super High Q (SHQ) cavity. Samples
were illuminated as described for optical experiments and all spectra were collected in the dark.
Radical yields per PS II were determined by double integration of the derivative EPR signals
and calibrated to photooxidized tyrosine D (YD

•).

Electron-Transfer Rates
We analyzed the near-IR absorption spectra of O2-evolving PS II with respect to the locations
of the chlorophylls and carotenoids modeled in the X-ray crystal structure (14). Because of the
long distances involved, it was assumed that the electron transfer is nonadiabatic. The rates
will depend strongly on the distance since the coupling is limited by the small electronic overlap
between the donor and acceptor. Rates of long-distance electron transfer in proteins has been
approximated well by the empirical equation developed by Dutton and co-workers based on
Marcus theory:

(1)

where R is the edge-to-edge distance between donor and acceptor, ΔG is the free energy
difference between donor and acceptor, and λ is the reorganization energy. We measured the
distances between the Chls and Cars in the Loll et al. (14) X-ray crystal structure of PS II (3.0
Å resolution). The calculated potentials of Ishikita and Knapp (29) of PS II Cars and Chls and
the measured potential of QA

− were used to estimate ΔG. The reorganization energy was
estimated to be between 0.5 eV and 0.7 eV, values that have been used in other reaction center
electron-transfer reactions. We expect the reorganization energy to be a low value considering
that the cofactors are buried within the hydrophobic core of the membrane protein.

To clarify, the notation used here to identify CP43 and CP47 Chls from the X-ray crystal
structure is based on the numbering in the PDB file where the last two numbers of the molecule
code are used as a subscript (14). For example, the Chl molecule in CP43 identified as Cla22
in the structure coordinates is abbreviated here as Chl22. Also, in the case of the Chls bound
to His118 in the D1 polypeptide and His 117 in the D2 polypeptide, the abbreviations of
ChlZD1 and ChlZD2, respectively, are used.

RESULTS
Identification of Multiple Near-IR Absorbing Species in O2-Evolving Photosystem II

O2-evolving Synechocystis PS II core complexes were illuminated for 15 min at 20 K resulting
in the formation of a charge-separated state composed of a mixture of oxidized species (Car+

and Chl+) and reduced species (QA
−). The near-IR absorbance spectra of O2-evolving PS II

are shown in Figure 2. A difference spectrum of O2-evolving PS II before illumination, also
called the dark spectrum (shown in black), and after illumination, also called the light spectrum
(shown in green), reveals the light-generated species (see Figure 2A). The non-illuminated
spectrum has broad features at 1030 nm, 920 nm and 875 nm that arise from the O-H stretching
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overtones of water. The low-energy QY absorption band of the neutral Chls in the protein
contributes to the rising baseline near 700 nm. The light-minus-dark difference spectrum (red)
of the O2-evolving PS II core complexes is compared to the light-minus-dark difference
spectrum of Mn-depleted PS II core complexes (blue) in Figures 2B and 2C. The spectra are
scaled to the same concentration of PS II based on 38 Chls per PS II (30). The carotenoid cation
radical spectra are similar in the two samples with the exception of the Car+ vibronic band at
~ 880 nm and also the low-energy tail near 1100 nm. The increase in absorbance of the Car+

peak at the low-energy and high-energy portions of the spectrum of Mn-depleted PS II
compared to that of O2-evolving PS II may be due to increased heterogeneity in the structure
of the Mn-depleted sample, which is reflected by increased heterogeneity of the carotenoid
cation radicals. The two spectra are noticeably different in the region of the chlorophyll cation
radicals, expanded in Figure 2C, where a stronger absorbance at 814 nm and a shoulder at 793
nm appear in the near-IR difference spectrum of O2-evolving PS II core complexes. There is
also an increase in the intensity of the 750 nm absorbance peak, attributed to Car neutral radicals
(31). We studied the formation and decay of the light-induced near-IR spectral features of
O2-evolving PS II core complexes and the results are described below.

We monitored the stability over several hours in the dark at 20 K of the light-generated species.
The initial light-minus-dark spectrum (black) for O2-evolving PS II is shown in Figures 3A
and 3B (also shown in Figure 2) in comparison to the light-minus-dark spectrum recorded 30
min later (red) and 8 hr later (green). The difference spectrum of the initial spectrum and 30
min later (Figure 3C, black) shows that 750 nm, 793 nm, 814 nm peaks decay substantially 30
min after illumination. A difference spectrum of the spectrum recorded 30 min later and the
spectrum measured after 8 hr (Figure 3C, red) shows that, during an additional 7.5 hr, the 793
nm peak and the 750 nm peak continue to decay. Also during this time, the Car+ peak decays
as observed previously for Mn-depleted PS II and the bleach near 700 nm due to neutral Chls
recovers. Two broad near-IR absorption features at ~ 810 nm and ~ 825 nm remain after several
hours incubation in the dark and a portion of the 750 nm peak that decays more slowly also
remains. The spectra we present here for O2-evolving PS II core complexes from
Synechocystis PCC 6803 are different from hydroxylamine-treated Mn-depleted PS II samples
in the following ways: in Mn-depleted PS II samples, a broad Chl+ peak centered at 814 nm
formed upon illumination and remained for several hours at 20 K, whereas, in O2-evolving PS
II core complexes, the Chl+ peak at ~ 800 nm was sharper, exhibited two maxima and exhibited
rapidly decaying Chl+ species that were not observed in Mn-depleted PS II samples (8).

The near-IR absorption spectra in Figure 3 indicate that the light-induced near-IR absorptions
observed in O2-evolving PS II arise from several kinetic components. The difference spectra
and kinetic plots in Figure 4 illustrate that there are three rapidly decaying bands (λmax = 750
nm, 793 nm and 814 nm) and two distinct fast kinetic components. A broad absorption feature
at ~ 840 nm is also observed which grows in as these fast components decay and then
subsequently decays at a slow rate. This analysis indicates that multiple Chl+ species are formed
in the PS II sample and that these species have significantly different stabilities. Thus, the near-
IR spectra of O2-evolving PS II core complexes are composed of multiple overlapping peaks
in the Chl+ absorption region of the spectrum.

We have used the variable decay kinetics of the Chl+ species to deconvolute the overlapping
spectral components. At 20 K, most of the spectral changes occur within the first 30 min after
illumination. After several hours, the near-IR light-minus-dark difference spectrum does not
change appreciably. To examine the time-dependent absorption changes occurring within the
first few hours more carefully, the light-minus-dark difference spectrum collected 5.5 hours
after illumination was subtracted from the earlier light-minus-dark spectra to generate a series
of double difference spectra (shown in Figures 4A and 4B). The absorption changes in the
double difference spectra are plotted as a function of time in Figure 4C for the wavelengths
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840 nm, 814 nm, 793 nm, 750 nm, and 701 nm (indicated by arrows in Figures 4A and 4B).
The double difference spectra are divided into two sections shown in Figures 4A and 4B,
respectively, at the time indicated by the arrow in Figure 4C, after which there is no additional
formation of the 840 nm species. The double difference spectra plotted for the period just after
illumination up to ~1800 s (Figure 4A) has isosbestic points at 715 nm, 770 nm, 825 nm, and
890 nm. As the spectra and single-wavelength plots indicate, the fast-decaying species at 750
nm, 793 nm and 814 nm decay at different rates. The 814 nm species decays the most rapidly
having a half-time of 220 s (Figure 4E) and it has completely decayed within 30 min after the
lamp is shut off. The 793 nm species (Figure 4F) and the 750 nm species (Figure 4D) decay
less rapidly (t½ = 570 s and t½ = 700 s, respectively). During the rapid decay phase, another
species at ~ 840 nm is formed, reaching a maximal value after 30 min. The 840 nm rise can be
fit to two formation components (t½ = 200 s and t½ = 700 s) and a decay component (t½ = 7,000
s). The data suggest that each of these peaks arises from a separate species because they decay
at different rates. The double difference spectra for the time period of 30 min after illumination
to 5.5 h after illumination has isosbestic points at 730 nm and 770 nm (Figure 4B) indicating
that the interconversion of components (or lack thereof) is different at longer times than in the
first 30 min.

It is apparent that there are at least two possible mechanisms for the decreasing Chl+ absorption
features: Chl+ decay could occur either by oxidation of another Chl or by charge recombination
with QA

−. Both of these processes depend on distance, either the distance between the oxidized
Chl species and other nearby Chl molecules (hole migration) or the distance of Chl+ to QA

−

(charge recombination). The rise and decay of absorption at 840 nm is clear evidence for hole
migration. After the 814 nm peak has decayed completely, there is no additional formation of
the 840 nm species, suggesting that the 814 nm Chl+ converts into the 840 nm Chl+.

Figure 5 shows a Gaussian deconvolution of the spectrum of rapidly decaying Chl+ species
shown in Figure 3C and the spectrum of the more stable Chl species shown in Figure 3B. Three
Gaussians were fit to the fast-decaying Chl+ spectrum and the peak maxima are 750 nm, 793
nm, and 814 nm (Figure 5B). Five Gaussians were used to fit the slow-decaying Chl+ spectrum
and the peak maxima are 742/754 nm, 810 nm, 825 nm and 840 nm. The peak positions and
widths obtained from these fits were used (and not allowed to vary in the fit) to deconvolute
spectra in the following sections. Using five Gaussian curves for the Chl+ bands (793, 810,
814, 825 and 840 nm), one Gaussian for the neutral Chl QY band bleach, two Gaussians for
the Car neutral radical bands (742 and 754 nm), two Gaussians for the Car+ absorbance peaks
(CarA

+, 984 nm and CarB
+ at 1029 nm (11)), and an additional Gaussian for the Car+ vibronic

band at 890 nm, for a total of 11 Gaussian curves, the spectra described below were
simultaneously fit using the program Microcal Origin 6.0. Linear constraints were also included
such that the Gaussian deconvolution composition of a fit of the difference spectrum was the
difference of the Gaussian deconvolution of the two spectra from which it was derived. From
the deconvoluted spectra, we calculated the chlorophyll cation radical yield in PS II using the
extinction coefficient 7,000 M−1cm−1 at the near-IR wavelength of maximum absorbance for
each Gaussian (32). We calculated the yield of Car+ using the extinction coefficient 160,000
M−1cm−1 at the near-IR wavelength of maximum absorbance for each Gaussian (33). Due to
the instability of cation radicals in solution, there is some uncertainty associated with these
values, but they appear to be good approximations to the values of these species in PS II based
on agreement within about 20% of the values estimated from the optical spectra and the yield
of radicals determined by EPR spectroscopy (see below).

Formation of Chl+, Car+– Short Illumination Times
The decay of the near-IR absorption bands between 700 – 900 nm in PS II is complex. To
further disentangle the spectra of these species, we measured the formation of the near-IR
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absorption signals and the C550 feature that indicates the quantity of QA
− formed (see Methods)

in O2-evolving PS II core complexes. The near-IR light-minus-dark difference spectra are
shown in Figures 6A and 6B. After brief illumination of the sample (0.5 ms – 100 s), the
Car+ absorbance peak at 983 nm and the 814 nm and 750 nm peaks form with a shoulder at
793 nm. By using the Gaussian curves described above for the Chl+ and Car neutral radical
peaks, we simultaneously fit the series of spectra with the following constraints: the peak
positions and widths were the same for all spectra. Peak positions and peak widths were
obtained from the fast-decaying and slow-decaying spectra. An example of a deconvoluted
spectrum (measured after 10 s illumination) is shown in Figures 6C and 6D. The absorbance
maximum of each Gaussian curve was used to calculate the cation radical yield per PS II using
the extinction coefficients given above (Figures 6E and 6F). Based on the spectral
deconvolutions, the order of Chl+ and Car neutral radical formation in the O2-evolving samples
is, first, the 814 nm, 793 nm, and 750 nm peaks, and then subsequently the 825 nm, 810 nm,
and 840 nm peaks are formed (see below). Simulations of the spectra indicate that the 810 nm,
825 nm and 840 nm absorption bands do not begin to contribute significantly until after ~ 100
s of illumination. In this set of experiments, the absorbance maximum of the Car+ peak is 983
nm, which is similar to the absorbance maximum after longer periods of illumination. Because
the absorbance maximum and width of the carotenoid cation radical peak remain the same after
each illumination, the composition of the peak is assumed to be the same ratio of the two redox-
active Car molecules identified previously (11) for illuminations up to 100 s.

Formation of Chl+, Car+– Long Illumination Times
As shown above, the near-IR light-minus-dark difference spectrum depends on the length of
time the sample is illuminated. The striking difference between near-IR spectra measured after
short illuminations, shown in Figure 6B, and the spectrum measured after 15 min illumination,
shown in Figure 3B, is the intensity of the absorption feature near 840 nm. Although the
Car+ vibronic band also contributes to this region, the experiments shown in Figure 3 and
Figure 4G indicate that the 840 nm feature is formed through the interconversion of cation
radicals.

If the fast-decaying species are intermediates in the formation of the long-wavelength Chl+
species, then the amount of the fast-decaying species observed in the difference spectrum
should decrease with additional illumination. We measured spectra after several cycles of
illumination and dark incubation and the results are shown in Figure 7. First, the PS II sample
was illuminated for 1 min and then spectra were collected approximately every 30 s in the dark
for 30 min. After this dark incubation period, the PS II sample was subsequently re-illuminated
for an additional 5 min and spectra were collected for 30 min in the dark. This procedure was
repeated on the same sample at 20 K for 10 min and 15 min illuminations. The initial light-
minus-dark difference spectrum for the each illumination is shown in Figure 7. After additional
illumination of the O2-evolving PS II sample, absorption features at 810 nm and 825 nm
increase. The absorption at ~ 850 nm, due to Car+ and Chl+ features, decreases in the near-IR
absorption spectrum. Although the Car+ absorbance peak is near the maximal value after 100
s of illumination, the light-minus-dark spectrum measured is not identical to the spectrum
recorded after 15 min of illumination. The peak maximum remains at 983 nm throughout the
illumination series. But, with additional illumination the width of the Car+ absorption peak
increases (Figure 7 inset). The increase in Car+ peak width is due to the additional formation
of an absorbance feature at 1010 nm (and possibly bleaching of the Car+ 983 nm band which
suggests conversion of Car+ from a short- to a long-wavelength Car+ form is occurring (11).
By comparing the species that form and decay after a series of illuminations of increasing
length, we observed that the 793 nm and 814 nm species can convert into longer-wavelength
species. But it is not a total conversion, and additional illumination does not drive all of the
fast-decaying species to the slow-decaying species.
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EPR Spectroscopy
The X-band EPR spectrum of O2-evolving PS II core complexes was measured as a function
of the illumination time at 30 K and the results are shown in Figure 8. At very short illumination
times, the g-factor of the low-intensity spectrum was similar to oxidized tyrosine D (see Figure
8A). (For EPR spectra, see Supplementary Figure S1.) Rapid oxidation of tyrosine D has been
measured at high pH (34). It has been hypothesized that electron transfer can occur if the
tyrosine is already deprotonated. At X-band EPR, the g-factor of Car+ and Chl+ in PS II are
isotropic and the derivative-shaped spectra are nearly indistinguishable; however, the line
widths are 9.5 G and 10.4 G for Car+ and Chl+, respectively, measured in spinach PS II
membranes (12). The line width of the EPR spectrum measured after 15 min is 10.2 G (Figure
8B), which is between these two values, as expected for a mixture of Car+ and Chl+. By
comparing the EPR line shapes of the spectrum obtained after 50 ms illumination to the
spectrum obtained after 1000 s illumination, it can be seen that a portion of the 50 ms spectrum
is composed of oxidized Tyrosine D. As the intensity of the EPR signal increases with
additional illumination of the sample at 30 K, the g-factor shifts to a value similar to those
reported for Car+ and Chl+ (Figure 8A). After 1000 s, the light-induced EPR signal has reached
a steady-state value of 0.85 radicals per PS II (Figure 8C). If it is assumed that oxidized YD
formed during early illumination times at 30 K is still present in the sample after the signal
intensity has reached a steady-state value, then the YD

• signal contributes less than 1% of the
total radical yield per PS II. The decay of the EPR spectrum was monitored in the dark (see
Figure 8D) and can be fit to a bi-exponential decay curve with half-lives of 675 s and 5200 s.

Formation of QA− and Photooxidized Cytochrome b559
Each charge-separated state formed by illumination at low temperature is composed of an
electron acceptor that has been determined to be QA in PS II. The redox state of QA was
monitored through the electrochromic shift of the pheophytin QY absorption band at 540 nm
The difference spectrum has a derivative line shape and is called the C550 signal and is a linear
indicator of QA reduction (25). We measured the accumulation of QA

− by monitoring the
appearance of the C550 signal in O2-evolving PS II core complexes as a function of illumination
time and the spectra are shown in Figure 9A. The yield of QA

− reaches a maximal value of 1
per PS II reaction center after 100 s of illumination (Figure 9B). As described above, the yield
of certain Chl+ species continues to increase upon further illumination of the PS II sample
while the yield of other Chl+ and Car+ species decreases. Because of uncertainty in the values
of the extinction coefficients of Car+ and Chl+, it was not clear whether additional charge-
separated states continue to form after long illumination or whether the changes in the near-
IR spectra are due to conversion of one cation radical species into another. The measurement
of QA

− clarifies that the maximum number of charge separations is formed within 100 s and,
therefore, any spectroscopic changes that occur after this are due to conversion between charge-
separated states.

Photooxidation of Cyt b559 also occurred during illumination at 20 K, although the sample was
treated with 5 mM ferricyanide prior to freezing (Figure 9A). It is not surprising that a portion
of Cyt b559 was not oxidized by 5 mM ferricyanide because high-, intermediate- and low-
potential forms of Cyt b559 have been documented in PS II samples. A certain fraction of high-
potential Cyt b559 may not be oxidized by the exogenous oxidant. Here, the maximal value of
photooxidized Cyt b559 formed by low-temperature illumination at 20 K is 15% (Figure 9B).

DISCUSSION
PS II generates a strong oxidant, P680

+, which is capable of oxidizing Chl and Car molecules.
Previously, the alternate electron-transfer pathway intermediates were studied in Mn-depleted
PS II samples because this state was thought to mimic centers with impaired O2-evolution
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(8,12). However, we have found that the light-induced near-IR spectrum of O2-evolving
Synechocystis PS II core complexes has additional features in the 700 – 900 nm region, where
chlorophyll and carotenoid radicals absorb, and that some of these species exhibit much faster
formation and decay kinetics than in Mn-depleted PS II. We attribute the near-IR signals
formed in O2-evolving PS II to Car+, Chl+ and Car• species that absorb near 980 nm, 820 nm
and 750 nm, respectively. Both Car and Chl cation radicals have been previously studied in
Mn-depleted PS II (4). The 750 nm absorbance feature observed here was also observed in
Mn-depleted PS II (8), but in O2-evolving PS II the absorption peak is more intense after a 15
min illumination. This absorbance feature has been assigned to a Car neutral radical that is
formed by deprotonation of a Car cation radical (31).

As observed previously, illumination of Mn-depleted PS II core complex preparations that
were treated with hydroxylamine to reduce the tetranuclear manganese cluster results in the
formation of Chl+ that are stable in the dark at 20 K. However, it is possible that hydroxylamine
may also react with the protein or the Chls, altering the redox potentials of the cofactors or the
structure of the protein. As an alternative to hydroxylamine treatment, we prepared Mn-
depleted PS II by incubating with ascorbate for several hours (4–12 hrs) in the dark, which
results in loss of O2-evolving activity. In addition to reducing the Mn4Ca cluster, ascorbate
also reduces Cyt b559, and the near-IR spectrum showed only a small amount of Car+ is formed
in this sample by low temperature illumination because Cyt b559 is the lowest potential center
and is preferentially photooxidized. But, after addition of ferricyanide to the Mn-depleted
sample to re-oxidize the heme, the light-minus-dark difference spectrum appears similar to the
spectra previously observed for hydroxylamine-treated Mn-depleted PS II (Fig S2). We
hypothesize that depletion of Mn4Ca cluster may disrupt the structure of PS II, and introduce
structural heterogeneity in the PS II core complex since it is known from biochemical and
structural studies that the ligands to the Mn4Ca cluster are located in the D1 and CP43
polypeptides. The altered conformation may disrupt electron-transfer pathways by inducing
small changes in the distances between cofactors. Depletion of Mn4Ca may also affect the
redox potentials of some of the Chl / Car in the protein resulting in some Chl / Car becoming
more or less favorable for oxidation.

Because broad near-IR absorption bands have been reported for di-μ-oxo-bridged Mn2
inorganic model complexes in the 700 – 1000 nm region (35), we must address the possibility
that these absorbance features result from the Mn4Ca cluster. It is known that the OEC has a
weak near-IR transition associated with the S2 state which can be converted from the EPR
multiline signal (S = 1/2) to the g ~ 4.1 form by near-IR irradiation (λ max = 820 nm) (36). The
Mn4Ca cluster has also been probed by resonance Raman spectroscopy using near-IR excitation
wavelengths (37). However, the resonance Raman scattering is weak which implies the
extinction coefficient of the Mn4-based transition is weak, similar to the electronic transitions
of Mn2 model complexes that are in the range of 60 M−1cm−1 (35). This value is on the order
of 100× smaller than the extinction coefficient of a Chl cation radical (7,000 M−1cm−1),
suggesting that at the concentration of PS II used in our measurements, it is not likely that Mn-
cluster transitions contribute significantly to the near-IR spectra of either the non-illuminated
or illuminated samples.

By several experiments, we demonstrate that the additional near-IR absorption species are
Car+, Chl+ and Car• and these species are intermediates of the secondary electron-transfer
pathways. As shown previously by EPR, YD competes with Car and Chl as an electron donor
to P680

+ resulting in a lower yield of the Chl+ / Car+ EPR signal at high pH (7). We also observe
a lower yield of Car+ and the Chl+ signals by near-IR spectroscopy at higher pH (Supplementary
Figure S3). Because the sample is treated with ferricyanide, Cyt b559 is oxidized prior to
freezing the sample, and the heme cannot donate an electron to any of the cation radical species
formed by photooxidation. We also find that if the sample is treated with ascorbate to reduce
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Cyt b559, then none of the Chl and Car radical species form, instead QA is reduced and Cyt
b559 is oxidized (38). The observation that YD and Cyt b559 are competitive electron donors
implies all of the redox-active Chl and Car species are intermediates of the secondary electron-
transfer pathway.

We also examined formation of these species at warmer illumination temperatures, from 85 K
to 160 K (Supplementary Figure S4). The absorption peaks from charge separations that are
less stable at 20 K are lower intensity at higher temperature. The Chl+ peak maximum at 160
K is 810 nm, which appears to be the absorption maximum of the most stable Chl+ species.

Chl+ Spectral Variation in O2-Evolving Photosystem II
The chlorophylls in PS II have been described as spectrally congested, as their UV-visible
absorbance spectra overlap extensively. We find that, although the near-IR absorption peaks
of oxidized Chl and Car species do overlap considerably, they are resolvable kinetically, as
shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The maxima of the Chl+ absorbance peaks in O2-evolving PS
II exhibit variations that are likely a result of perturbation of the near-IR absorption bands by
the local electrostatic environment of the Chls in PS II. The X-ray crystal structures of two
other photosynthetic proteins, the light-harvesting complex II (LHC II) (39) and photosystem
I (PS I) (40), determined at 2.7 Å and 2.5 Å resolution, respectively, also revealed
heterogeneous Chl-binding sites (41). We expect that the protein environment of PS II can tune
the spectroscopic properties of Chl and Car. Variations within the PS II sample could also be
present, either from freezing or functional heterogeneity due to different polypeptide
composition (42).

It is possible that multiple near-IR absorption bands are due to the same species. In the
molecular orbital model of chlorins and porphyrins, the electronic transitions from the HOMO
to LUMO and the second highest occupied molecular orbital (SHOMO) to LUMO can occur
and will depend on the symmetry of the transitions. The possibility of SHOMO transitions
adds additional complication to interpreting these data, because more than one of the peaks in
the Chl+ region may originate from the same species. Evidence in favor of this is that, if every
spectral component is uniquely assigned in the quantization of Chl+ in PS II, then the total
Car+ plus Chl+ determined (from the near-IR spectrum) is slightly greater than 1.0 per PS II
(Figure 6). However, the total radical yield measured by EPR is only 0.85 per PS II. Considering
the uncertainty in the extinction coefficients for Chl and Car radicals, these values are in
reasonable agreement. In addition, the different spectral components in the near-IR exhibit
different kinetics of formation and decay, which argues that they arise from distinct species.
However, it is possible that some of the Chl and/or Car radicals have two peaks in the near-
IR.

Secondary Electron-Transfer Pathways
The structure of PS II fits with proposals that Car is the initial donor of the secondary electron-
transfer pathway to P680

+ (14). The edge-to-edge distance between PA
+ and the Car or Chl will

have the largest impact on the rate of electron transfer from Car to PA
+. The rate also depends

on the reduction potentials of the electron donors and acceptors, which will be affected by
hydrogen bonding and the electrostatic environment of the protein. As a first approximation,
we used the redox potentials calculated by Ishikita and Knapp (29) and the distances in the PS
II structure to estimate the rates of Car and Chl oxidation by PA

+ using the empirical equation
for electron transfer over long distances developed by Dutton and coworkers (43). The two
closest reaction center Car molecules (Car11 and Car12) are 21.7 Å and 20.5 Å from PA, the
latter having an estimated rate of electron donation of 102 s−1 (see Figure 10). The carotenoid
molecules Car11 and Car12 are also located in close proximity to BB, (edge-to-edge distances
of 13.2 Å and 12.3 Å) leading to a predicted rate of Car11 and Car12 oxidation via BB of between
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106 – 107 s−1. However, oxidation of Car is known not to occur on such timescales (2). We
conclude, therefore, that the main pathway of Car oxidation occurs via PA, and both electron
donors, Car11 and Car12, compete.

The type of Chl+ that forms depends on which Car is initially oxidized (see Figure 1). Car11
is located in the D2 protein near ChlZD2; thus, oxidation of this accessory Chl may occur
rapidly. However, Car12 is slightly closer to PA; if this Car is oxidized, it may rapidly oxidize
Car13 which is only 4.9 Å away (Figure 10). Car13 is located close to several carotenoid and
chlorophyll molecules in CP43 (Figure 11). Therefore, it is likely that a cation radical on
Car12 can easily migrate to the Chls in CP43.

Given the close proximity of the Chls within the inner antennae proteins CP43 and CP47 (4 –
6 Å), a cation radical in the antenna could rapidly move to other Chl and Car because the rates
of electron transfer amongst these densely packed pigment molecules are expected to be very
fast (107 – 109 s−1). Therefore, the cation radical will rapidly equilibrate among the Chl and
Car, and the thermodynamic distribution of the cation radical will depend on the relative Chl
and Car redox potentials. At thermodynamic equilibrium, the hole will be located on the lowest
potential electron donor within a given PS II complex. However, at low temperature (or high
temperature) this equilibrium might not be achieved, because a low-potential Chl / Car might
be insulated by surrounding high-potential Chls. The pathway for forming a particular Chl+ is
not necessarily the same pathway for decay because the rate of each step depends on the ΔG
of the electron donor and acceptor. The formation of a Chl+ by the forward reaction is allowed
but the reverse reaction may require thermal energy. Therefore, after the hole moves to the
lowest potential donor, it may become trapped. Because recombination does not occur rapidly
at low temperatures, this suggests that the hole becomes trapped on a Chl or Car that is far from
QA

−. A pathway for oxidation of ChlZD1 via the Chl in CP43 exists, as suggested by Vasil’ev
et al. (16) but the multiple Chl+ observed in this work may also be located within CP43 or
CP47 (Figure 10 and Figure 11).

We note that there are two negatively charged lipids, phosphatidyldiacylglycerol (PG) and
sulphoquinovosyldiacylglycerol (SQDG), identified in the X-ray crystal structure nearby
Chl44 in CP43. The phosphate-group oxygen of PG (molecule LHG 203) and the sulphate
group oxygen of SQDG (SQD 204) are 6.8 Å and 10.6 Å, respectively, from the ring carbonyl
of Chl44. Although Chl44 is the closest antennae chlorophyll to QA at 20.7 Å, which is similar
to the distance between QA and ChlZD1 or ChlZD2, this is still a long distance for electron
transfer. The charge of the lipids may decrease the reduction potential of Chl44

+, resulting in
localization of the cation radical to this Chl and giving a charge separation that is fairly stable
to recombination with QA

−. The most stable Chl+ absorbs at 810 nm, and this species may be
Chl44.

Based on the close proximity of ChlZD2 to Car11 (6.8 Å), which is hypothesized to be one of
the initially oxidized carotenoids, it is reasonable to assume that ChlZD2 is one of the Chl+
formed rapidly in PS II. The decay of this Chl+ species may proceed either by recombination
with QA

−, (however, the distance is > 40 Å and, therefore, direct electron transfer between
QA

− and ChlZD2
+ is unlikely), or it may be oxidized by Chl21 in CP47 (14.2 Å). As described

above for CP43, a Chl cation radical in CP47 could also rapidly move among the closely packed
Chls and become trapped on a low-potential Chl or Car (Figure 11B).

Several short steps connect the Chl in CP47 to Car4, the closest Car or Chl molecule in PS II
to QA with an edge-to-edge distance of 16.8 Å. At the temperatures studied here, charge
recombination likely occurs through Car4. This implies a slow process of hole transfer from
Chl+ to Car+, consistent with our previous observation that the Car+ decay is multi-exponential
(8). If the hole is preferentially localized on Chl, then electron transfer from Car to Chl+ would
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be energetically uphill. There are many examples of electron transfer in redox proteins
occurring via high-potential intermediates, if the overall process is thermodynamically
favorable (43). Car4 is an interface carotenoid that is close to the Chls of CP47 via electron
transfer through Car3. Interestingly, there are two molecules of SQDG located nearby the
cluster of five Car molecules at the PS II dimer interface. By the same argument presented
above for Chl44 in CP43, the charged sulphate groups may decrease the redox potentials of
these carotenoids, making them more energetically accessible to participate in the secondary
electron-transfer reactions.

Some evidence for hole migration to the lowest potential Chl is observable in the near-IR
measurements at low temperature (Figure 4G). An increase in absorbance is observed at 840
nm as the species absorbing at 814 nm, 793 nm, and 750 nm decay. The rise can be fit by two
half lives of 200 s−1 and 700 s−1. The rise of the 840 nm absorption feature occurs in the dark
and suggests that the cation radical is migrating among the Chls in the PS II core complex. If
we assume that this overall process is exergonic and has a possible range of ΔG that corresponds
to the range of potentials calculated for Chls in the complex (using the values calculated for
Chl in PS II between +742 mV and +1113 mV, or ΔG = −0.371 to 0 eV (29)), we calculate a
distance for this electron-transfer process to be between 25.8 Å and 28.6 Å for the 200 s−1

component and between 26.7 Å and 29.5 Å for the 700 s−1 component (43). Several possible
Chl – Chl pairs are within this range of distances.

In previous work, the chlorophyll cation radical observed at 820 nm in Mn-depleted PS II from
Synechocystis PCC 6803 was assigned to ChlZD1, based on site-directed mutagenesis and
resonance Raman spectroscopy (9). However, in Mn-depleted spinach PS II membrane
samples, it is interesting to note that two near-IR Chl+ absorption peaks are observed, one at
820 nm and a larger peak at 850 nm; the two peaks were attributed to chlorophyll cation radicals
on ChlZD1 and ChlZD2 (8). The location of the 850 nm species is unknown but, based on this
analysis of the PS II X-ray crystal structure, it may be located in the antennae proteins CP43
and/or CP47.

CONCLUSIONS
We have characterized the formation and decay of near-IR absorption bands in light-minus-
dark difference spectra of oxygen-evolving PS II core complexes illuminated at cryogenic
temperatures. By using these kinetics data, together with Gaussian deconvolutions of the near-
IR spectra, we resolve five absorption peaks that are attributed to chlorophyll cation radicals:
two fast-decaying species at 793 nm and 814 nm and three slow-decaying species at 810 nm,
825 nm and 840 nm. Based on the relatively slow rates of charge recombination of these
chlorophyll cation radicals with QA

−, we conclude that the chlorophyll cation radicals observed
here must be located on chlorophylls that are peripheral to the core chlorophylls of the PS II
reaction center. Two of these are likely to be ChlZD1 and ChlZD2, as previously proposed.
However, the number of distinct Chl+ species is larger than two, which requires that the
secondary electron-transfer pathways include pigment molecules in the light-harvesting
proteins CP43 and CP47 of PS II. This is the first evidence that Chls in the light-harvesting
proteins CP43 and CP47 are oxidized by P680

+. Although the yield of these Chl+ species at
room temperature is low, they may have a role in photoprotection of PS II, either by functioning
in dissipative cyclic electron-transfer reactions or by quenching Chl fluorescence.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Abbreviations
β-DM, β-dodecylmaltoside
Car, β-carotene
Car+, β-carotene cation radical
Car•, β-carotene neutral radical
Chl, monomeric chlorophyll
Chl+, chlorophyll cation radical
CP43, chlorophyll-binding protein encoded by psbC
CP47, chlorophyll-binding protein encoded by psbB
Cyt b559, cytochrome b559
D1, D1 polypeptide
D2, D2 polypeptide
DCBQ, 2,5-dichlorobenzoquinone
EDTA, (ethylenedinitrilo)tetraacetic acid
MES, 2-(N-morpholino)-ethanesulfonic acid
P680, primary electron donor chlorophyll of PS II
PG, phosphatidyldiacylglycerol
PPBQ, phenyl-p-benzoquinone
PS II, photosystem II
SQDG, sulphoquinovosyldiacylglycerol
YD, redox-active tyrosine 160 of the D2 polypeptide
YZ, redox-active tyrosine 161 of the D1 polypeptide.
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Figure 1.
Model of electron-transfer reactions in photosystem II. The primary electron-transfer pathway
is shown in solid arrows involving the photoactive primary electron-donor chlorophyll P680
(the cation is localized primarily on PA), tyrosine YZ and the tetramanganese cluster (Mn4Ca).
An alternate electron-transfer pathway, shown in dashed arrows, involves β-carotene (Car),
the accessory ChlZD2 in the D2 subunit, and cytochrome b559 (Cyt b559). Car11 and Car12 are
located in the D2 polypeptide and Car1 is located in the D1 polypeptide; of these, Car11 is
closer to ChlZD2 and Car12 is closer to the heme in Cyt b559 and, therefore, Car11 and/or
Car12 are inferred to be electron-transfer intermediates. The phytyl tails of chlorophyll,
pheophytin and plastoquinone have been removed for clarity. This figure is adapted from the
X-ray crystallographic structure described in ref. (14) (PDB ID code 2AXT).
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Figure 2.
Near-IR spectrum of O2-Evolving Synechocystis PS II prior to illumination (black) after
illumination (green) and the difference spectrum showing light-induced species formed by
illumination at 20 K (red) (A). Light-minus-dark difference spectra of Mn-depleted
Synechocystis PS II (blue) and O2-Evolving Synechocystis PS II (red) are shown in (B). Both
samples were treated with 5 mM ferricyanide prior to freezing and illuminated for 15 min at
20 K. Spectra are scaled to the same Chl concentration (2.82 mg Chl/ml) and the cuvette path
length is 1.25 mm. The 700 – 900 nm region of (B) is expanded in (C).
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Figure 3.
Near-IR light-minus-dark difference spectrum of O2-evolving Synechocystis PS II illuminated
by white light for 15 min at 20 K (A) and the same spectra in the 700 – 900 nm range (B). In
both panels the initial spectrum (black), the spectrum recorded 30 min later (red), and the
spectrum recorded 8 hr later (blue) are shown. The difference spectra between the initial
spectrum and the spectra recorded 30 min (black) and 8 hours (red) later are shown in (C). Chl
concentration is 2.82 mg/mL and sample path length is 1.25 mm.
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Figure 4.
Near-IR double difference absorbance spectra of O2-evolving Synechocystis PS II, referenced
to spectra recorded 5.5 hours after illumination. The absorbance change at wavelengths 701
nm (cyan), 750 nm (black), 793 nm (green), 814 nm (red) and 840 nm (blue) indicated by
arrows in (A) and (B) are plotted as a function of time after the illumination in panel (C). The
arrow in panel (C) indicates the time division at which spectra are plotted in panels (A) and
(B) for short and long times, respectively. Exponential decay fits to single-wavelength data
shown in (C) for 750 nm (D), 814 nm (E), 793 nm (F) and 840 nm (G).
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Figure 5.
(A) Gaussian deconvolution of the slow-decaying species identified in Figure 3B. (B) Gaussian
deconvolution of the fast-decaying species identified in Figure 3C.
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Figure 6.
(A) Near-IR light-minus-dark difference spectra of O2-evolving Synechocystis PS II measured
after short illuminations at 20 K by white light from 150 W lamp. Sample was illuminated for:
1 ms, 2 ms, 4 ms, 6 ms, 10 ms, 50 ms, 100 ms, 200 ms, 400 ms, 700 ms, 1 s, 5 s, 10 s and 100
s. (B) 700 – 900 nm region is expanded. Chl concentration is 0.15 mg/mL. Example of a
Gaussian deconvoluted spectrum (measured after 10 s illumination) is shown in (C and D).
Eleven Gaussians were used to simulate the spectra: Chl+ peak positions were: 742 nm 754
nm, 793 nm, 810 nm, 814 nm, 825 nm and 840 nm. Car+ peak positions were: 984 nm, 1029
nm, and Car+ vibronic band at 890 nm. Radical yield of each near-IR species per PS II (E).
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Radical yields were calculated with the extinction coefficients given in the text. Expanded in
(F) to show Chl+ yields.
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Figure 7.
Near-IR light-minus-dark difference spectra of O2-evolving Synechocystis PS II following a
series of illuminations at 20 K are shown in (A). The spectra were recorded following
illumination for 1 min (black), 5 min (red), 10 min (green), and 15 min (blue).
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Figure 8.
EPR measurements of O2-evolving PS II core complexes. The g-value as a function of
illumination time is shown in (A). Comparison of the EPR spectrum measured following a 50
ms flash of white light and the EPR spectrum recorded after 15 min illumination, normalized
to the same peak-to-peak height (B). The EPR signal intensity is plotted as a function of
illumination time in (C). The dark decay of the light-induced EPR signal is shown in (D). EPR
conditions were: microwave frequency, 9.38 GHz; temperature, 30 K; modulation amplitude,
4 G; microwave power, 0.004 mW. Chl concentration was 2.0 mg/mL, pH = 6.0, with 5 mM
ferricyanide.
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Figure 9.
Light-minus-dark absorption spectra of O2-evolving PS II showing the C550 electrochromic
feature and Cyt b559 photooxidation at 20 K as a function of illumination time (A). Calculated
yields of photoreduced QA (solid circles) and photooxidized Cyt b559 (open circles) per PS II
(B). Chl concentration is 0.15 mg/mL.
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Figure 10.
Schematic diagram of edge-to-edge distances between the core Chls, (PA, PB, BA, BB) and the
nearby Chl and Car cofactors in the PS II core complex. The edge-to-edge distances are
measured between the π-conjugated portion of the molecules in the Loll et al. X-ray crystal
structure of PS II (14). QA surrounded by a dark blue oval with solid line is (PQ9 53 in the
PDF file) bound to the PS II reaction center. The QA bound to the other reaction center of the
PS II dimer (PQ9 5053) is light blue oval surrounded by a dotted line. The shortest distance to
QA is between Car4 and the QA from the other PS II dimer (PQ9 5053). (PDB ID code 2AXT)
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Figure 11.
Schematic diagram of the edge-to-edge distances between Chl in CP43 (A) and CP47 (B).
Distances were measured between the closest π-conjugated portion of the molecules in the Loll
et al. X-ray crystal structure of PS II (14). (PDB ID code 2AXT)
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